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Pedro Guedes illustrates the Glass House feature on p. 144. 
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Technology. 
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This essay by Alison Smithson, is the sixth in the series by A & P Smithson. Previous 
articles have appeared in AD 10/73, 5/74, 6/74, 7/74 and 11/74. 
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Martin Pawley has argued the case in AD 2/71, 2/72 and 12/73 for using discarded 
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impressive work in that field by Mike Reynolds who works as an architect-
constructor in New Mexico. 
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The debate continues over Milton Keynes, Britain's largest 'new town'. The Milton 
Keynes Planning and Design Team presented two reports on the city's progress, in 
AD 6/73 and AD 8/74. Feedback from readers has appeared in AD 10/74 and AD 
1/75. Now we publish three more reactions, the concluding one from a group of 
planners working in the Development Corporation. They include social and economic 
information which add perspective to the two original progress reports. 
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Inter-Action (Ed Berman's Community Arts Trust) which includes an indoor riding 
school for local kids, allotments, workshops, etc. 
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Bruce Bonine describes how he and a group called Community Design Center have 
built a community centre and parkin an inner area of Portland, Oregon. 
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Philip Pearson discusses the Housing Association movement 
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